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About This Game

Its Disco Time.

The 80s are back!
Enter the Dancefloor and celebrate an 80s club party in VR.

Features

Title: Disco Time 80s VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation

Developer:
Indiecode Games

Publisher:
Indiecode Games

Release Date: 10 Jun, 2017

English
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This game reminds me of one of my favorite original Xbox games called Xbox Music Mixer. I'd been wondering how cool that
game would be in VR. A VR nightclub where you could play your own tunes and relax. In fact my search for such an experience

led me to Disco Time 80's VR. There's no gameplay here. You're just listening to music in a VR danceclub watching people
dance and maybe dancing yourself. If this is not your thing that's understandable. But it's a VR experience that i enjoy greatly
and I'm thrilled with this title. This VR experience is very well crafted and the dancing moves, graphics and atmosphere are

excellent. If i could change anything, I'd like to see an easier way to change/play your own music from inside the program and it
would be cool to have large display monitors in this club maybe with an option to add images from my PC. P.S. Combining Phil
Collins "In the air tonight" with Disco Time 80s VR was a mind blowing experience.. love it .grouping in a hightclub listerning

to your favs nice one just needs more intaction. As it is right now it is a rather boring dance club with no interaction at all unlike
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Personal Disco. but for the price I guess it's ok. I am sort of on the fence with this product so I cannot really recommend it..
Like others i think there is a big need for more interaction with people and maybe things. The atmosphere is realy good and
everthing looks very immersive. But as long there is no interaction , this experience is not so good as is could be. It would be

nice for example to go to the DJ and interact wirh him to change the songs, or that you can invite someone to dance wirh you ,
or you can tell someone to leave the Disco. Also important is that there are more diversity in the dance moves , because after a
while , the people look like they are in a timeloop. And maybe a little bit rework of the faces , because some of the people look

really creapy. Also would be great to see maybe some more settings like a 70u00b4s Diso or a 50 u00b4s Setting. Something
like your personal Disco time machine. Finaly i think the concept has good potential when a few things will be add in the future.
Just to see for example how was the atmosphere in a disco at the specific time.. Like others i think there is a big need for more

interaction with people and maybe things. The atmosphere is realy good and everthing looks very immersive. But as long there is
no interaction , this experience is not so good as is could be. It would be nice for example to go to the DJ and interact wirh him

to change the songs, or that you can invite someone to dance wirh you , or you can tell someone to leave the Disco. Also
important is that there are more diversity in the dance moves , because after a while , the people look like they are in a timeloop.

And maybe a little bit rework of the faces , because some of the people look really creapy. Also would be great to see maybe
some more settings like a 70u00b4s Diso or a 50 u00b4s Setting. Something like your personal Disco time machine. Finaly i

think the concept has good potential when a few things will be add in the future. Just to see for example how was the
atmosphere in a disco at the specific time.. love it .grouping in a hightclub listerning to your favs nice one just needs more

intaction
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